GUTEX Standard-n is suitable for diverse interior applications.

**Composition**
- Manufactured from untreated Black Forest spruce and fir
- 1.5% paraffin (hydrophobising agent)

**Applications**
- Thermal and acoustic insulation of ceilings and floors
- Finishing of living spaces under the roof
- Finishing of dry cellar spaces
- Other uses in the woodworking industry, including pinboards, portable partition walls and screens, door inlays, packaging material, etc.
- Installation over loose floor fill

**Advantages**
- Ideal for upgrading the thermal insulation of existing structures
- Superior thermal storage capacity provides outstanding insulation against heat in the summer and cold in winter.
- Good acoustic insulation
- Regulates humidity
- Water vapour diffusion permeable
- Wood is a sustainable, recyclable natural resource
- Made in Germany
- Biologically safe (natureplus® certified)

**Installation**
- Store and install this product dry.
- For best cutting results, use a handheld circular saw with vacuum fitting to cut boards thicker than 10 mm and a carpet knife for boards under 10 mm.
- Offset the joints if installing multiple layers.
- Vacuum off the dust in accordance with applicable workplace safety regulations or practices.